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ABSTRACT Reactive power reserve (RPR) management is a critical issue to power system voltage stability.
Two RPR definitions are first proposed in this paper to evaluate the levels of RPR and improve voltage
stability, namely long-term voltage stability-related RPR (LVRPR) and short-term voltage stability-related
RPR (SVRPR). Both definitions consider two factors: 1) the RPR of each online generator and 2) the relative
contribution of the RPR to voltage stability varying with location and scenario. For LVRPR, the generator
participation factor is used to describe the contributions of RPR. For SVRPR, an voltage support coefficient
considering the generator’s dynamics is proposed to evaluate the RPR’s contribution. In normal condition,
short-term voltage stability is expected to be improved by the optimization of SVRPR, ensuring enough long-
term voltage stability margin. A bi-objective optimization model that coordinates LVRPR and SVRPR is
formulated to enhance long- and short-term voltage stabilities simultaneously. The proposed model is solved
using the normal boundary intersection technique. The proposed method is performed using an IEEE39-bus
system, and the results show that the optimal solution improves both long- and short-term voltage stabilities
by optimizing the trade-off between LVRPR and SVRPR.

INDEX TERMS Reactive power reserve, voltage stability, generator participation factor, trace sensitivity,
multi-objective optimization, NBI.

I. INTRODUCTION
Power systemsworldwide are becoming increasingly stressed
due to increasing power consumption and measures to reduce
operational costs; these phenomena have consequently led
to a higher risk of voltage collapse. Blackouts due to
voltage instability have occurred in many countries. Volt-
age stability is strongly associated with reactive power
reserve (RPR) [1], [2]. Typically, voltage collapse occurs
in stressed systems with an inappropriate reactive reserve
profile. For example, improper reactive power management
was one of the primary causes of the 2003 North America
power blackout [3]. To avoid voltage collapse or voltage
dips, regulation of the reactive reserve in a power system is
required. Thus, RPR optimization via reactive power dispatch
is an important approach for system operators to improve
voltage security.

An effective RPR optimization process is based on a proper
RPR evaluation. There are two key issues when evaluating

RPR: one issue is evaluating an individual RPR, which refers
to the amount of RPR provided by a single generator; the
other issue is tomeasure the system’s RPR in terms of individ-
ual RPRs. There have been some studies on the definitions of
individual RPRs concerning long-term voltage stability; this
work can be classified into two categories: technical RPR [4]
and effective RPR [5]. For each generator, the technical RPR
corresponds to the physical limit of the reactive generation.
However, the technical RPR does not consider the reactive
power transfer limitation imposed by the network structure
and the operation mode [6]; in most cases, the results of this
method tend to be overly optimistic. The effective RPR refers
to the additional reactive power that a generator actually can
provide to the system, considering the static voltage stability
limit of the system; thus, this evaluation method for the
RPR is more realistic. However, the effective RPR approach
requires more computation because the PV curve must be
calculated.
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Typically, two methods are used to evaluate a system’s
RPR. One method simply requires summing the generators’
technical reactive reserves with weighting factors [7]; the
other method requires taking the sum of all of the generators’
effective reactive reserves to calculate the system RPR [8].
The former method is more popular because it can account
for the fact that the contribution of the RPR to voltage sta-
bility varies with the generator location. Researchers have
defined the weighting factors via various methods. Generally
speaking, weighting factors can be classified into two types:
sensitivity-based [9] and data-mining-based [10]. The former
is easier to compute but is more inaccurate due to approx-
imate treatments. With high-order fitting, the latter is more
precise; however, it is difficult to obtain a sufficient amount
of data. Based on the above system reactive reserves, many
LVRPR optimization methods have been proposed [11], [12].
However, the accuracy and applicability of the optimization
model still requires improvement.

The aforementioned research on RPR evaluation and opti-
mization are concerned with long-term or static voltage sta-
bility. So far no RPR definitions that are directly related
to short-term voltage stability have been proposed. How-
ever, with the increase in large-scale and long-distance trans-
mission system inputs and the increasing proportion of
wind farms and motors in power systems, short-term volt-
age security is becoming one of the predominant issues of
receiving-end power system [13]. A clustering based method
to group dynamic contingencies is proposed and a novel
approach to identify dynamic voltage control area and the
most effective candidate locations for placing dynamic reac-
tive sources [14]. However, large amount of information
from contingencies considering various system scenarios are
needed in this approach, and the results are more suitable
for dynamic reactive source planning. However, how to
access the ability of generator reactive output in transient
process and the contribution of generator reactive reserve
to short-term voltage stability seems more urgent. And the
enhancement of short-term voltage stability should guaran-
tee enough long-term voltage stability simultaneously. Thus,
the study of both SVRPR and LVRPR and the develop-
ment of a method to coordinate SVRPR and LVRPR are
significant.

The capability of reactive supply of the system can be
regarded as one critical source to voltage stability margin.
From this viewpoint, leveraging generator reactive reserve
effectively when subjected to disturbances will improve volt-
age stability more effectively. In this study, methods to assess
RPR that consider long- and short-term voltage stabilities
are first proposed. The system LVRPR is then proposed to
combine the generator participation factor and the effective
RPR. Then, a novel definition of the SVRPR is proposed.
The equivalent coefficient approach is used to evaluate the
contribution of RPR to the short-term voltage stability. Based
on the definitions of LVRPR and SVRPR, a bi-objective
optimization model that improves both the LVRPR and
SVRPR is proposed to incorporate both long- and short-term

voltage stabilities. Using the NBI technique, uniform dis-
tributed Pareto solutions are obtained.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows:
Section II introduces the definitions and assessments of
both LV-RPR and SV-RPR; Section III introduces a multi-
objective optimization approach to improve long- and
short-term voltage stabilities appropriately; and simulation
results produced by an IEEE39-bus system are presented
in Section IV.

II. DEFINITIONS OF INDIVIDUAL RPR AND SYSTEM RPR
A generator’s reactive support has different properties in
its short- and long-term dynamics because the response of
the automatic excitation system of generator is different
when considering different durations. Considering short-term
dynamics, a generator can begin a forced excitation and
produce large amounts of reactive power to support a drop in
system voltage; thus, we cannot neglect the forced excitation
response in this case. Considering long-term dynamics, the
RPR supply is primarily restricted by the rated excitation,
and thus, the most important factor is the reactive power that
can be provided over the long-term. Therefore, the RPR con-
cerning short- and long-term voltage stabilities is separately
defined and examined in this study; these are SVRPR and
LVRPR, respectively.

We establish the definitions of the RPR in a two-step
process. First, we propose the definition of the RPR of an
individual generator, which is called the individual RPR. The
individual RPR at different locations in the system should not
be directly summed because they have different contributions
to the system’s voltage stability. As a result, we define the
system RPR as the weighted sum of the individual RPRs.
The appropriate weighting factors are determined by the indi-
vidual RPR’s contribution. The detailed definitions of these
parameters are given as follows.

A. LVRPR EVALUATION
1) Individual LVRPR

The technical RPR is not fully available to the system due to
the transfer limit caused by the grid structure and the dispatch
mode; some generators still retain reactive power reserves at
the voltage collapse point. However, these remaining reactive
power reserves, although available, cannot be dispatched.
Therefore, we define the effective RPR of generator i as:

QiGRL = Qi
G,cr
− QiG (1)

where Qi
G,cr

is the reactive power generation of generator i at
the voltage collapse point; QiG is that at the current operating
point; andQiGRL is the effective reactive reserve of generator i.
Figure 1 shows a typical PV curve. From the above defini-

tion, the LVRPR is calculated as the generator reactive power
at point c (i.e., the voltage collapse point) in Fig. 1 minus
the generator reactive power at point a. Thus, this definition
produces a precise and realistic RPR and can effectively
indicate the voltage stability margin. The primary cost of this
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FIGURE 1. PV curve.

precision is the calculation of Qi
G,cr

, which is obtained using
the continuation power flow method.

1) System LVRPR
To assess the system LVRPR, it is essential to evaluate the
influence of each generator with regard to voltage stability.
The generator participation factor is used to indicate the con-
tribution of the generator’s reactive support. Linearization of
the full power flow equation, including the generator voltage
and reactive power, can be written as:
1PG
1PL
1QL
1QG

 =
 J

JPGVG

JPLVG

JQLVG

JQGθG JQGθL JQGVL JQGVG



1θG
1θL
1VL
1VG


(2)

where P and Q denote the active and reactive powers, respec-
tively; V and θ denote the bus voltage magnitudes and angles,
respectively; the subscripts G and L indicate the generator and
load buses, respectively; and J is the conventional power flow
Jacobian.

To investigate the effect of the generator’s reactive support,
the relationship between 1QG and 1VG is deduced from (2)
as follows:

1QG

= JG1VG
JG

=

−( JQGθG JQGθL JQGVL

)
J−1

 JPGVG

JPLVG

JQLVG

+JQGVG


(3)

where JG is the generator Jacobian matrix.
It was justified that the system critical mode still exits in

JG and it corresponds to an infinite value [15]. In the same
manner as the traditional reduction Q-V Jacobia, the partici-
pation of each generator in the critical mode determines the
relative importance of the generator in voltage collapse. Thus,
the generator participation factors are defined as (4), which
indicate the degree of the generator’s participation:

PFG = ξGiη
T
Gi (4)

where ξGi and ηGi signify the right and left eigenvectors,
respectively, that are associated with the critical mode λi

of JG. These right and left eigenvectors correspond to the i-th
column ξG of and ith row of ηG, respectively.

These participation factors signify a ranking scheme of
various generators in terms of the reactive support: the larger
the participation factor is, the more important the generator
reactive support is.

Under a preset load growth pattern, the system LVRPR is
defined by (5) using the generator participation factor as the
weighting factor:

QRL =
∑
i∈G

PF iGQ
i
GRL =

∑
i∈G

PF iG(Q
i
G,cr − Q

i
G) (5)

where PF iG is the participation factor of generator i.
From (5),the generator with a larger weighting factor con-

tributes more to the system RPR. Thus, the value of QRS
describes the relative level of the voltage stability margin.
Compared with LVRPR proposed in other researches, the
definition takes both restriction of generator reactive output
and it’s contribution to voltage stability into account.

For practical application with multiple load increase direc-
tions in a realistic system, uncertain vector of the predicted
load pattern can be used to signify the amount of deviation
of real load pattern from the predicted one [16]. The LVRPR
under the worst load pattern can be selected to improve the
adaptability of the method to the load pattern.

B. SVRPR EVALUATION
1) Individual SVRPR

On a short-term time scale, the RPR cannot be simply defined
as the difference between themaximum reactive power output
and the current output because the maximum reactive power
output varies with time during transient processes. Thus, we
use the following integral to describe the reactive support of
generators over a period:

QGRS =
∫ tr

tc
(Qt (t)− Qt0)dt (6)

where Qt (t) is the generator reactive power that is actually
provided during the process; Qt0 is the reactive power gen-
erator provided before a fault occurs in the system; tc is the
fault clear time; and tr is the time at the end of the short-term
period.

1) System SVRPR
Short-term voltage stability depends on the level of the sys-
tem RPR, which includes all of the individual SVRPRs.
However, the contributions of each individual SVRPR vary
based on their locations and dynamics. To assess SVRPR
appropriately, a novel definition of the system SVRPR is
proposed as follows:

QRS =
nG∑
i=1

∫ tr

tc
kvs(t) · (Qit (t)-Q

i
t0)dt (7)

where kvs(t) is voltage support coefficient of generator i,
and nG is the number of generators.
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The voltage support coefficient kvs(t) is used to evaluate
the individual RPR’s contribution. The coefficient is defined
as follows:

kvs(t) = ∂Vj/∂Qt (8)

It corresponds to the voltage sensitivity of weak bus j with
respect to Qt . This coefficient describes the reactive support
capability of generator i to the weak bus j. The computation
of kvs(t) will be introduced in detail in the appendix. The
weak bus is judged by the transient voltage dip acceptable
margin δvd [17] which is computed by (9):

δvd =
[
Vmin − (Vcr − kvTcr,v)

]
× 100% (9)

where Vmin is the minimum voltage of the relevant bus,
Vcr is the threshold value of the transient voltage dip, kv is
the conversion factor of the critical allowed duration to the
voltage deviation, and Tcr,v is the critical allowed duration of
the bus voltage.

Based on the trace sensitivity method, the voltage support
coefficient of generator take into account the RPR’s voltage
support to the concerning bus and the RPR’s dynamics.

III. RPR OPTIMIZATION MODEL
A. BI-OBJECTIVE MODEL
Under short- and long-term time scales, generators have
different response characteristics; thus, there are differences
between the demands of the LVRPR and of the SVRPR. If the
LVRPR or SVRPR is optimized separately, then the voltage
stability related to the other objective may be affected to a
certain degree. To consider both short- and long-term voltage
stabilities, a model of a bi-objective optimal system’s reactive
reserve is built as follows:

max F(x) =
[
F1(x)
F2(x)

]
,F1(x) = QRL ,F2(x) = QRS (10)

s.t.

{
SG(x)− SL − SI (x) = 0
hmin ≤ h(x) ≤ hmax

(11)

where the objective functions F1 and F2 correspond to
the system’s LVRPR and SVRPR, respectively; function
SG refers to the power that the generators provide, where
SG ∈ C2n; function SI refer to the power injected to buses,
where SI ∈ C2n; SL refer to the load power, where SL ∈ C2n;
x are the variables to be optimized, where x = [θVQG];
and the inequality constraints h(·) correspond to the variable
limits described by [VQG].
In practice, multiple contingencies should be covered in

the optimization of SVRPR. In such case, we can take the
objective as a weighted sum of QRS for each contingency:

QRS =
Nf∑
j=1

ωj · Q
j
RS (12)

where QjRS is the system SVRPR of contingency j; Nf is the
number of severe contingencies; ωj is the weight of contin-
gency j.

The contingency weight ωj takes into account both its
probability and severity.

ωj = −δvdjρj (13)

where ρj is the probability of contingency j, which is based
on the historical fault statistics.

B. PARETO METHOD BASED ON NBI
In the field ofmulti-objective optimization, the Paretomethod
is generally an accepted method [18]. Compromise informa-
tion regarding different objectives can be obtained from the
Pareto optimal front (POF). Every Pareto optimal solution
corresponds to a POF in the objective space. To provide
comprehensive and precise decision support information to
the system operator, the NBI technique is used to generate
Pareto-optimal solutions that are uniformly distributed in the
objective space.

When the maximum of LVRPR or SVRPR is attained, the
other will reach its minimum in the POF based on Pareto
optimality. The extreme points of the Pareto surface can be
expressed as follows:

L1 = [F1 (x1) ,F2 (x1)
]
T
=

[
F1max ,F2min]T

L2 = [F1 (x2) ,F2 (x2)
]
T
=

[
F1min,F2max]T (14)

where x1 and x2 refer to the optimal solutions corresponding
to objectives F1 and F2, respectively.

The line between the extreme points of the Pareto surface
is called the Utopia line. Thus, the extreme points of the
Pareto surface are also the extreme points of the Utopia line,
as shown in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. Sketch map used in the NBI method.

To avoid numerical errors during the solving process, the
two objectives are normalized as follows:

Fib(x) =
Fi(x)− Fimin

Fimax − Fimin
, i = 1, 2 (15)

After normalization, the extreme points of the Utopia line
can be expressed as follows:

Lb1 = [1, 0]T ,Lb2 = [0, 1]T
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The normal vector of the Utopia line is nlb = [1,1]T, and the
coordinate of division j is expressed as follows:

Lb(βj) = [j/nd, 1−j/nd]T

where nd is the number of divisions on the Utopia line.
The converted model of the primary problem based on the

NBI method is described as follows:

maxDj

s.t.d1(x,Dj) =
QRL − F1(x2)
F1(x1)− F1(x2)

−
j
nd
− Dj = 0

d2(x,Dj) =
QRS − F2(x2)
F2(x1)− F2(x2)

−
j
nd
+ Dj = 0

(11)

(16)

where Dj is the length of the normal vector between the
Utopia line and the Pareto surface.

Solving the model with a unit increase of j from
1 to nd -1, the uniformly distributed POF can be obtained.
To solve the problem, a primal dual interior point method is
adopted. Convert all the inequality constraints into equality
constraints and Lagrange function is constructed as (B1).

IV. CASE STUDY
In this section, three RPR optimization models are tested on
the IEEE39-bus system. The parameters of the lines and the
transformers are detailed in [19].

FIGURE 3. Generator participation factors.

A. LV-RPR OPTIMIZATION
Assuming that the loads in the system increase in proportion
to their initial value, we use LVRPR only as an objective
in this subsection. The generator participation factors are
shown in Fig. 3, which shows that generators 35,30 and 32
have larger values and that generator 34 has the smallest
value. We thus analyze these four representative generators in
detail. The optimized RPRs of generators 30, 32, 34 and 35
are listed in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, generators 35,

TABLE 1. LV-RPR before and after LV-RPR optimization.

30 and 32 preserve more RPR compared with their initial
conditions, while generator 34 preserves less RPR; thus, the
RPR with a larger contribution increases, and the RPR with
a reduced contribution decreases. As a result, the system’s
LVRPR increases from 337.6 to 390.5 p.u.

The result of the continuation power flow shows that the
voltage stability margin increases from 28.3% to 32.1% due
to optimization. Thus, the voltage stability margin is con-
siderably improved by the proposed LVRPR optimization.
Satisfying the reactive demand of the loads in the system,
the voltage stability is improved using the RPR providing the
larger contribution, replacing the RPR of lower contribution.

B. SV-RPR OPTIMIZATION
Next, we test the validity of the proposed SVRPR optimiza-
tion model for a predefined set of faults. The contingencies
studied are the 3-phase symmetric faults at the heads of lines
16-15, 17-16, and 21-16.It is assumed that a fault occurs at
t = 0.1 s and that the head and terminal breakers of the lines
then open successively at 0.09s and 0.1s, respectively. Simu-
lations are carried by PSD-BPA software. The probability of
all the faults are set as 20%.

TABLE 2. Normalized voltage support coeffcients of generators
in line 17-16 fault.

As an example, the voltage support coefficients of gener-
ators in the fault of line 17-16 are listed in Table 2; these
values correspond to the summation of Kvs during the tran-
sient process and have been normalized. The sensitivity of
generator 33 is shown to be the largest, and the sensitivities
of generator 30,37,38, and 39 are far smaller than those of
the other generators. The results coincide with the fact that
the electric distances between generators 30,37,38,and 39 and
bus 15 become large; thus, their voltage support capacity for
bus 15 becomes weaker, as shown in Fig. 4.

If only an individual fault is considered, then short-term
voltage stability cannot be guaranteed in other faults. For
example, for the SVRPR that only includes the fault in line
16-15, the optimized weak bus voltages of the three faults are
shown in Fig. 5. The curves indicate that voltage instability
occurs in the fault in line 17-16. Since the optimization
focuses on improving the reactive support of the weak bus in
line 16-15 fault, it ignores some generators such as generator
31,32 which are important to line 17-16 fault. However, if
multiple faults considered, the optimized weak bus voltages
of the three faults are shown in Fig. 6. From the curves,
the voltages of the weak buses are found to all be stable.
Concurrently, Table 3 shows that the voltage dips of the weak
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FIGURE 4. Diagram of the IEEE39 system.

FIGURE 5. Single fault optimized voltage curves of weak buses.

FIGURE 6. Multiple fault optimized voltage curves of weak buses.

buses in all three faults have been considerably mitigated.
It follows that SVRPR optimization with multiple contingen-
cies is essential.

TABLE 3. Comparison of the transient voltage dip acceptable margin
before and after optimization.

C. BI-OBJECTIVE RPR OPTIMIZATION
Now that the validity of LVRPR optimization and SVRPR
optimization has been tested, the bi-objective RPR opti-
mization involving the coordination of both the LVRPR and
SVRPR is now investigated.

TABLE 4. LV-RPR and SV-RPR of generators.

By solving model(10,11) for one of the two objectives,
the extreme points of the Utopia line can be described by
L1 = [390.5, 60520.7] and L2 = [354.9, 63269.5]. The
LVRPR and SVRPR of the generators are listed in Table 4
for these extreme points. From the table, it is shown that con-
flicts exist between the LVRPRs and SVRPRs of generators
30,31,32,33,35and 36; attempting to achieve one objective
thus comes at the cost of the other. Therefore, coordinated
optimization is essential. To determine the POF of the equiv-
alent model (14), the number of divisions nd is set to 10.
By solving problem (14) repeatedly for different values of j,
the Pareto optimal surface can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 7.
An approximately linear relationship is found between the
long-and short-term reactive reserves.

FIGURE 7. Pareto optimal solutions.

Regarding the voltage stability margin, the results show
that LVRPR is adequate; thus, the amount of LVRPR can be
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FIGURE 8. Substitute index corresponding to Pareto front solutions.

reduced to increase the amount of SVRPR. The substitute
index corresponding to the Pareto front solutions is shown
in Figure 8; also, the computation of this index is described
in appendix B, where the index is the weight ratio of the
objective functions when using the weighting method. From
Fig. 8, the value of the substitute index is shown to increase
significantly when SVRPR is larger than 62344.7p.u. Thus,
we choose this Pareto front solution as an example. From this
solution, we can determine the system LVRPR and SVRPR
values to be 371.2and 62344.7p.u., respectively. Compared
with their initial values of 337.6 and 56182.2p.u., the system
LVRPR and SVRPR are both shown to increase to a certain
degree. Tables 5 and 6 indicate that the long- and short-term
voltage stabilities are also both improved. Compared with
the results of the LVRPR optimization, we can conclude that
the optimization effect is worse for LVRPR and better for
SVRPR. Thus, optimizing the short-term voltage stability is
achieved by decreasing the LVRPR.

TABLE 5. Comparison of the voltage stability margin between single- and
bi-objective optimizations.

TABLE 6. Comparison of the transient voltage dip acceptable margins
between the single-and bi-objective optimizations.

The above results show that the optimum long-term volt-
age stability does typically not coincide with the optimum
short-term voltage stability; in some cases, these optimum
values even oppose one another. As a result, the bi-objective
optimization model is important in this field of research.
Considering the trade-off between LVRPR and SVRPR, the
different demands of long- and short-term voltage stabilities
can be coordinated.

V. CONCLUSION
This study proposed a method for reactive reserve optimiza-
tion to improve both long-and short-term voltage stabilities
simultaneously. The conclusions of this study are summa-
rized as follows:

1) The definition of a system’s LVRPR that combines the
generator participation factor and the effective RPR
was proposed. LVRPR optimization was shown to
improve the long-term voltage stability effectively.

2) The definition and assessment of the SVRPR were also
proposed. The evaluation method used considered the
dynamics of generators. the demands of the RPR based
on the severity of the faults. The SVRPR optimiza-
tion can cover multiple contingencies and improve the
short-term voltage stability comprehensively.

3) A bi-objective optimization model was proposed to
address the coordination between the long-and short-
term reactive reserves. To solve the multi-objective
model, the NBI technique was used to produce the
Pareto optimal solutions that capture the trade-off
between the two objectives.

Some of the key issues of the coordination between
LVRPR and SVRPR have been addressed. Follow-up work
is still needed to explore the scalability of the approach.
For large-scale power system, the computational complexity
will increase intensively. To simplify the problem, the power
system can be divided into appropriate voltage regions. Thus,
voltage problems of each region can be solved respectively
with less computation expense.

APPENDIX A
The voltage support coefficient Kvs can be expressed as fol-
lows:

Kvs =
1VL
1QG

=
∂VL/∂VG0
∂QG/∂VG0

(A1)

where VG0 is the initial voltage of the generator bus.
Thus, ∂VL/∂VG0 and ∂QG/∂VG0 at different times are

required to compute Kvs. The generator reactive power can
be expressed as (A2):

QG = R(VG, δ, θ,E
′

d ,E
′

q) (A2)

where VG, δ,E
′

d and E
′

q are the voltage magnitude, power
angle, direct axis transient field voltage and quadrature axis
transient field voltage of the generator, respectively.

The trace sensitivity method is used to compute Kvs at
different times based on the simulation data. After cleaning a
fault, the trace sensitivity of the system variables with respect
to the generator’s initial voltage VG0 can be calculated as
follows: 

ẋVG0 =
∂f
∂x
xVG0 +

∂f
∂y
yVG0

0 =
∂g
∂x
xVG0 +

∂g
∂y
yVG0

(A3)
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where x ∈ (δ, ω,E
′
d,E

′
q) and y ∈ (θ,V ) are vectors of the

state variables and the algebraic variables, respectively;
xVG0 = ∂x

∂VG0
and yVG0 =

∂y
∂VG0

signify the trace sensitiv-

ity of the variables x(t) and y(t) with respect to the generator’s
initial voltage VG0, respectively.
If xVG0(t0) = α, then we can obtain (A4) from (A3):

ẋVG0 =

{
∂f
∂x
−
∂f
∂y

[
∂g
∂y

]−1
∂g
∂x

}
· α (A4)

The solution of(A4) can be expressed as follows:

xVG0 = exp(A · t) · α (A5)

where A = ∂f
∂x −

∂f
∂y

[
∂g
∂y

]−1
∂g
∂x .

Thus, we can obtain (A6):

yVG0 = −
∂g
∂y

−1 ∂g
∂x
xVG0 (A6)

Next, using the discretization method, xVG0 and yVG0 can
be computed at different times, thus allowing the computation
of Kvs.

APPENDIX B
Convert all the inequality constraints into equality constraints
and Lagrange function is constructed as follows:

L = Dj + ρd1d1(x,Dj,QRL)

+ρd2d2(x,Dj,QRS )+ ρTEE(x,QRL ,QRS ) (B1)

where E(x) refer to converted constraints from (11);
ρd1, ρd2 and ρE are Lagrange multipliers correspond-
ing to d1(x,Dj,QRL), d2(x,Dj,QRS ) and E(x,QRL ,QRS )
respectively.

Conditions of KKT can be expressed as follows:

∂L
∂QRL

=
ρd1

F1(x1)− F1(x2)
+ ETQRLρE = 0 (B2)

∂L
∂QRS

=
ρd2

F2(x1)− F2(x2)
+ ETQRSρE = 0 (B3)

∂L
∂x
= ρTFEx = 0 (B4)

∂L
∂ρE
= E(x,QRL ,QRS ) = 0 (B5)

where EQRL , EQRS and Ex are Jacobian of E(x,QRL ,QRS )
with respect to QRL , QRS and x.

Linearization of (B5) can be expressed as follows:

EQRL1QRL + EQRS1QRS + Ex1x = 0 (B6)

Pre-multiply ρTE by (B6) and substitute (B4) into it.

ρTEEQRL1QRL + ρ
T
EEQRS1QRS = 0 (B7)

Transposing (B2) and (B3), substitute them into (B7).

−ρd1

F1(x1)− F1(x2)
1QRL −

ρd21QRS
F2(x1)− F2(x2)

= 0 (B8)

Then (B9) can be obtained from (B8).

1QRL
1QRS

= −
ρd1(F2(x1)− F2(x2))
ρd2(F1(x1)− F1(x2))

(B9)

1QRL/1QRS is the sensitivity ofQRL with respect toQRS ,
thus, −1QRL/1QRS can be regarded as the substitute index
of the NBI method.
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